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Abstract
Understanding and modelling of the short-term user be-
haviour represents one of the most relevant topics re-
searched within the Web in last years. It provides in-
formation allowing to react to user actions quickly and
in this way to increase the quality of user’s interaction.
Beside the traditional applications of user models as the
personalization or recommendation, which depend mostly
on stable long-term preferences, novel tasks as the session
end intent or next action prediction are researched these
days. These tasks depend on highly actual information
allowing to react in an online time. Additionally, a type
of the modelled data evolve, as the traditional preferences
are often insufficient nowadays. In our thesis, we propose
a novel user model capturing changes in short-term data
on the level of session actions. We evaluate the model by
the session end intent prediction task. To prove model
characteristics, the evaluation was realised on the data
from two domains with highly different characteristics.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
[Human-centered computing]: Human computer in-
teraction (HCI) - HCI design and evaluation methods -
User models; [Information systems]: World Wide Web
- Web searching and information discovery - Personaliza-
tion, World Wide Web - Web mining - Data extraction
and integration, World Wide Web - Web mining - Web
log analysis
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1. Introduction
User modelling is nowadays a highly important concept
in the context of Web. As a process covering acquisition,
processing and maintenance of a data about the user, his
behaviour and preferences, it has a crucial influence on
the task applied: a personalization, recommendation or
various predictions on the site. Moreover, indirectly it
increases the user experience within a website. Tradition-
ally, the process of user modelling aims on long-term user
activity and is focused mainly on the visited content. For
this reason, there are modelled mainly preferences and
long-term interests of the user.

Traditional modelling approaches capture quality infor-
mation about the modelled user, they, however, need a
sufficient amount of data about the user’s activity. For
new users, they often suffer by a cold start problem. This
is a problem mainly in domains with dynamically chang-
ing content and/or minority of loyal users, who visit the
site regularly. Additionally, traditional modelling approa-
ches capture mostly the stable long-term user behaviour
and thus the updates and new directions in user prefer-
ences appear only slowly [4].

Modelling of user preferences offers also information only
for selected types of tasks as mentioned personalised rec-
ommendation etc. To be able to capture additional traits
about the user and his browsing habits in a website, there
is need to look for new approaches and also types of a data
[2].

In our thesis, we address a task of modelling changes in
user behaviour. We focus primarily on the short-term
changes, based on which we observe how the user be-
haviour evolve within a single session. By a session we
understand a set of site visits (e.g., page views), realised
by the same user, in which couples of consequent page
visit time-stamps are distant no more than 30 minutes
[8]. Identification of behavioural changes between indi-
vidual session actions is important to understand actual
user behaviour. In this way we are able to react to user
intent in an online time and to improve his experience
almost intermediately.
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2. Modelling User Short-Term Behaviour
User behaviour typically subjects to various factors. On
the one hand, there exist long-term interests and knowl-
edge, which are stable and evolve in time only slowly. On
the other hand, there are also several important short-
term factors as user’s actual context, aim and intent, but
also global factors as popular trends. These factors often
change in time very quickly and thus together look like a
random process.

Modelling of short-term behaviour brings valuable infor-
mation about recent user activity, but without a support
of long-term information, it is mostly insufficient. The
short-term behaviour is highly noisy and thus often does
not offer information of sufficient quality. According to
Xiang et al. [11], for this reason, it is suitable to con-
sider both types of behavioural data together and to use
strong sides of them both. An idea of multiple-term mod-
elling later improved Zhou et al. [12], who added third
layer of medium-term preferences. In this way, these au-
thors tried to ease differences between modelled informa-
tion from both layers.

There exist various ways of multiple-term modelling. The
first way is based on time windows, where the behaviour
is divided into several uniformly sized time windows (e.g.
sliding, landmark) or variously sized windows (e.g., dam-
ped, adaptive) [1]. Another possibility is a usage of for-
getting curve, the process simulating principle of human
mind. In this case, the short-term preferences are kept
in a memory only for a while (short-term mind) and if
not refreshed by a new stimuli meantime, they are for-
gotten. In the case, that some preference is remembered
for a sufficient time, it is moved into long-term memory,
where is remembered for a longer time, also in the case of
long absence of new stimuli (simulating long-term mind).

3. Behavioural Changes Modelling
User model is typically used as a source of input attributes
for a selected machine learning, recommendation or per-
sonalization task. According to this task, there is needed
to model the data of specific types, for various time pe-
riods etc. Kramar et al. [6] recognises following types of
the data to be modelled:

• User preferences, interests, goals or attitudes,

• Proficiencies, knowledge,

• Interaction history (user’s interaction with the sys-
tem, tasks performed),

• Stereotypes (e.g., predefined categories).

These types allow detail description of user qualities and
descriptive characteristics, they, however, do not allow to
observe the updates of individual characteristics in time,
their changes or mutual comparisons. These changes are,
however, very important for behavioural changes mod-
elling. This kind of data is important in processes such
as user behaviour evolution observation, user loss predic-
tion or user leave prediction. In our thesis, we focus on
this kind of behaviour, as in this area exist several open
research problems.

The task of user loss is typically researched from the long-
term perspective, where the user is observed for a longer

time period. Based on the activity changes on the level
of several days or even weeks, there is possible for exam-
ple to predict the user attrition. This problem is usually
researched as a customer loss [10], student dropout [9] or
generally churn rate prediction [7].

In our research, we are interested in the same task ap-
plied for a shorter time period. Our aim is to observe
behavioural changes within actions of a single session. In
this way, we address the actual trend of high domain dy-
namism. The ability to react to behavioural changes in
an online time has a potential to increase the user experi-
ence. Typical examples of such reactions are retaining the
user within the site, recommending an interesting content
to see before leave (e-learning, news) or offering of a dis-
count for user to purchase shopping basket before leave
(e-shop).

To capture short-term behavioural changes, we proposed
an innovative user model, composed from vector of de-
scriptive attributes and a set of vectors of comparative
attributes. The aim of the model is to capture the user be-
haviour from multiple perspectives, describe it by a high
number of attributes and according to specific application
to select the important ones. In this way, it is possible
to identify significant characteristics in noisy short-term
behaviour influenced by various external factors.

Descriptive attributes are used to description of actual
session. Here we focus on modelling behavioural attri-
butes capturing data usage, then site characteristics cap-
turing content and structure of pages visited within the
session. Detailed description of the individual attributes
used can be found in our thesis introducing the model [5].

Comparative attributes are also based on the actual ses-
sion, in this case, however, in comparison to previous ses-
sions. In this way, we observe how similar is the actual
session to previous, or in the other words, if it reminds
moments when previous sessions changed (e.g., user ended
the session and leaved). Actual session is compared to av-
erage of the previous sessions for the last hour, day (short-
term behaviour), week, month (long-term) and also for ac-
tual part of the day (morning | afternoon | evening) and
week (weekday | weekend). In this way, we compare the
behaviour in the actual session to the stable long-term as
well as long-term behaviour considering actual context or
trends. For each time period there is created a individual
vector of comparative attributes [5].

To address the cold start problem, which is widespread in
dynamic domains with many occasional users, we expand
the set of comparative attribute vectors. For each men-
tioned time layer (hour, day, week, etc.) we compared
the actual session with previous sessions of modelled user
as well as previous sessions of all users. In this way, we
are able to model and to compare the behaviour for users
with rich browsing activity in a personalised way. For new
and occasional users we compare the actual behaviour at
least to average behaviour of all users. An overview of the
proposed user model is shown in the Figure 1.

4. Evaluation
To evaluate proposed user model, there is needed to select
at first a task in which the model and its attributes will
be used. In our case we selected a prediction of user’s
intent to end the session. More specifically, our aim was
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Figure 1: An overview of proposed user model principle. Descriptive attributes part is composed from
set of descriptive attributes DA. Comparative attributes part is composed of several sets of comparative
attributes CA. Comparative sets are modelled for multiple time layers and user layers. Time layers are
captured for last hour, day (short-term period) up to last week, month (long-term period). User layers
are captures for modelled user and all site users. The figure is based on [5].

to predict if the user will leave the session in next action
(or defined number of actions or time interval) or not.

Selected task was evaluated on two datasets from do-
mains with different characteristics, stable e-learning sys-
tem with lot of loyal users and news portal with majority
of occasional or one-timer users and dynamically changing
articles staying actual only for a while.

4.1 Session End Intent Prediction
We defined the task of session end intent prediction as a
binary classification problem over a stream of user brows-
ing activity. For every user action, at first there is pre-
dicted if the next action/s will be end of a session or not.
After evaluation of the prediction correctness, the obser-
vation is used for the classifier training. In this way, the
classifier is always up to date, as it is trained continuously
[3].

We used polynomial regression classifier, which consider
every input variable (model attribute) with a certain im-
portance (weight). The weights are learned by a learning
component after every user action processed. This contin-
uous process is ensured by a Stochastic gradient descent
algorithm allowing to follow changes in user preferences,
habits, seasonality and/or concept drift. An overview of
the prediction task is shown in Figure 2.

In addition to prediction of the session end intent in the
next action, we explored the prediction within multiple
actions in advance and also within defined time interval.
The motivation is that an information about the leave in
for example two actions (or thirty seconds) may be more
useful than information about almost immediate leave in
next action. The reason is that a site provider has more
time to react and persuade the user to stay longer.

4.2 Prediction Task Challenges
A task of the session end intent prediction brings three
main challenges. At first there is high volume of the data
to process, secondly there exists a concept drift problem
and third, the data are imbalanced.

The high data volume is caused by a fact that users browse
websites often very quickly and produce a lot of activity.
We reflected this problem by a stream data processing.
The second problem is closely related to the first one. As
the users browse a lot of pages and the sites dynamically
evolve, there often occurs a concept drift. It causes that
the subject and intensity of visits changes, so there is
needed to adapt quickly. This challenge was handled by
a Stochastic gradient descent algorithm.

The third problem lies in data imbalance. Within a ses-
sion, user typically visits multiple pages, while there exists
logically the only one last action. To address this prob-
lem, there is needed to balance the data. There exist three
techniques - oversampling, undersampling and various im-
portance assigning. To avoid overfitting of rarer class (ses-
sion end) we refused oversampling, to prevent omitting
significant part of data (session continues) we refused also
undersampling. Logically as the last option, we decided
to assign different importance to the session end/continue
observations in the process of attributes weights learning.

4.3 User Model Evaluation Results
The proposed user model was evaluated in two domains
(e-learning and news) and three prediction task variants
(prediction of session end in next action, multiple actions
in advance and defined time interval in advance).

At first, we evaluated basic prediction of end in next ac-
tion. As the prediction on such a short-term level is dif-
ficult because the short-term behaviour is very noisy, we
reached for both domains precision at most equal to 60%.
For this reason, we further experimented with additional
two task variants [3].

We found out, that consideration of multiple actions as a
session end increased the prediction quality significantly.
We experimented with one, two and three actions in ad-
vance. An rapid increase was observed even with consid-
eration of only one action in advance.

A task variant predicting session end within a defined
time interval did not performed as well and the precision
increase was lower. The reason is that it is more diffi-
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Figure 2: An overview of used prediction method - the user actions are processed continuously as a data
stream. They are used as an input for a polynomial classifier. Based on classification result, a prediction
is realised. After prediction, its result is used for learning attributes importance (classifier weights).
Together with user model attributes, the weights are used as an input for next classifications. The figure
is based on our previous paper[5].

cult to predict how much time will a user spend within
individual pages, even when the user model covers also
the characteristics of pages’ content. For this reason, we
further experimented only with a task variant prediction
session end within multiple actions.

A reason of high increase of prediction precision when
considering multiple actions in advance in comparison to
precision of the only last action is that the changes in user
behaviour are on the level of session actions very slight.
There is very difficult to identify exact changes in user
behaviour. The changes exist, it is however almost unable
to identify them exactly. Luckily, there is not need to,
because as we mentioned earlier, the information about
session end within multiple actions has higher practical
value (more time to react) than end in next action.

We found out that prediction precision within a one ac-
tion in advance reached, according to domain, up to 72%,
prediction of two actions in advance up to 79% and pre-
diction of three action in advance up to 84% [5]. The
results were higher for e-learning domain with longer ses-
sions and more stable loyal users, but news domain results
were comparable (lower by several percent at most). The
news domain, however contained mostly occasional users
and short sessions. The results thus prove the domain in-
dependence of proposed user model and its robustness[5].

5. Conclusions
In our thesis we introduced the task of modelling changes
in user short-term behaviour. We proposed the model
able to capture changes in user behaviour on the level of
actions within a session. The main model idea lies in the
description of actual user session and its comparison to
previous sessions, realised by various users within multi-
ple time periods. In this way, the user model contains a
comparison to stable long-term behaviour as well as ac-
tual short-term one. Comparison to previous session of
modelled user ensures personalised modelling. Potential
lack of user’s browsing history is compensated by com-
parison to average behaviour of other users.

In addition, the model is proposed to be domain and lan-
guage independent, as it uses only generally available us-
age data describing user activity and indirect descriptors
of the structure and content of visited pages. For this rea-
son the model is applicable to almost any site without a
need to change its way of user activity logging or content
transformation.

To evaluate characteristics of proposed user model, we
chose the session end intent prediction task. This task
depends mostly on short-term behavioural changes, as it
aims at predicting if the user will end his session in the
next step or not. By experimenting with a data from two
domains with highly different characteristics, we were able
to prove that the model is able to capture changes in the
user behaviour in general.

The results for both domains showed that such a short-
term behaviour is very difficult to recognise exactly. As
a rule, the user behaviour before session end however
changes. For this reason, the prediction of multiple ac-
tions in advance brought a significant improvement in the
prediction precision. The high improvement was observed
even when considering the only one action in advance.
The reason is that based on proposed user model, there
is possible to predict that the session end is near.

The slightly better results were reached for e-learning do-
main with more loyal and stable users who typically visit
multiple pages per session. The reason is that in this case,
the model data was fully used, the global part (attributes
based on comparisons to sessions of all users) as well as
the personal part (attributes based on comparisons to ses-
sions of modelled user). In news domain, for high number
of users, the personal model part did not contain enough
data, so the prediction relied more on global part. Despite
that, the prediction based on our proposed user model was
able to find and learn important valuable attributes.

The user model was evaluated only by a one task, how-
ever, we believe that its potential is higher. It could be
used for identification of session author (by looking for the
most similar sessions in the past) or fraud detection (by
identification of highly unusual user activity in compari-
son to user’s history). Another area for future improve-
ments lies in usage of additional data sources allowing to
model new types of data describing different behavioural
traits. These could be data from eye trackers, which be-
come nowadays very popular, or another biometric data
describing user movements, or gestures.
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